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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This paper addresses the problem of steering autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) along a desired horizontal path throughout the full-range low-speed and high-speed profiles, experiencing both fully-actuated and under-actuated configurations. First, a nonlinear controller adopting Lyapunov's direct method and backstepping technique is proposed for under-actuated AUV, based on the Line-of-Sight guidance built in a moving Frenet–Serret frame. And then, the controller is adapted to fully-actuated AUV except that the control computation for the evolution of the side-slip angle is different from the case of under-actuated one. Hence, both the fully-acted and under-acted configurations are under the same control framework, which enables a smooth continuous transition between two configurations in a synthesized controller. Finally, simulation results illustrate the performance of the proposed control design, where the varied control efforts in the sway direction clearly show the transitions from fully-actuated to under-actuated configuration.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, a remarkable growth regarding the operation of autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) has been witnessed in the wide range of commercial, scientific and military applications \cite{1–4}, such as offshore oil and gas exploration and exploitation, underwater survey and observation, mine reconnaissance and neutralization, etc. In order to meet these miscellaneous goals, it is desirable to automatically control the AUV through all the feasible speed profiles from low-speed starting to high-speed maneuvering. Traditionally, fully actuated AUV with independent actuators in all degrees of freedom (DOF) simultaneously are suitable for low-speed maneuvering in confined water and easily docking in harbor, whereas under-actuated AUV possessing more DOF than the control inputs, which are not able to command independent accelerations in all DOF simultaneously, are assumed for high-speed maneuvering in long-range and long-duration missions due to cost-effective and weight considerations. In practice, lots of AUVs are inherently under-acted without thrusters and/or rudders in the sway, heave or roll directions, as described in \cite{5–9}, to name but a few. In addition, a fully-actuated AUV equipped with lateral actuators in sway and heave directions to assist at low-speed maneuvering, dramatically decreases its efficiency in these lateral directions at high-speed forward movement due to the relative perpendicular water flow passing the outlets, which implies that the sway and heave movements are not independently controlled, and leads a fully-acted AUV to behave like an under-acted one as the rest. It results in the development of structurally different controllers for both the fully-actuated and under-actuated configurations, and an intelligent
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supervisor is generally required to perform a heuristics and hybrid switch between two controllers. On the other hand, fully actuated underwater vehicles might be exposed to actuator failures, rendering themselves into under-actuated cases. Hence, it is also required for a critical solution to have control redundancy to guarantee the vehicle safety as much as possible, by allowing the vehicle to be controlled with the remained actuator capability, and enabling the control algorithm to switch between fully-actuated and under-actuated configurations to ensure system reliability. Moreover, from both a theoretical and practical point of view, it is desirable to have a smooth transition between these two actuated configurations covering the full-range speed profile in a single synthesized controller, in order to avoid the possible oscillation and even destabilization problem coming from hard switching, reduce the complexity of the controller and render easy implementation in practice.

To the best knowledge of the authors, there are few research work reported in this specific control topic to deal with the under-actuated and fully-actuated AUV configurations together. In [10], a hybrid switching design combining a dynamic positioning controller in low-speed and a track-keeping controller in high-speed is proposed for minehunters. In [11], an automatic navigation and track-keeping system (ANTS) dealing with tight heading control are separated from a harbor mode with high-precision position and heading control. In [12], a simple logic is used to switch algorithms when the operation changes. Reinitialization of control parameter is required and discontinuity occurs at the point of switching operation. In [13], simultaneously global asymptotic stabilization and tracking is only solved in the case of under-actuated underwater vehicle, without the consideration from fully-actuated to under-actuated configurations. In [14], a unified control structure for AUV is proposed where the transition factor relies on the composite speed; however, the derivative evolution of side-slip angle is not thoroughly analyzed in the dynamics stage, which implies different control treatments due to the directly or indirectly controlled transverse (sway) movement in fully-actuated and under-actuated modes respectively. On the other hand, while developing advanced methods for AUV motion control, it should be noticed that kinematic and dynamic models of AUVs are highly nonlinear and coupled [15], making the motion control design a challenging task. The complex hydrodynamics effects, which must be taken into account during the control design, excludes any attempt to design a steering system for the AUV relying on its kinematic model only as stated in [7]. In addition, underactuation rules out the use of trivial control schemes, e.g., full state-feedback linearization [16]. Furthermore, the indirectly controlled sway and heave velocities due to underactuations, which generate non-zero angles of side-slip and attack respectively, should be carefully considered as well [17].

Motivated by the above considerations, this paper proposes a synthesized path following controller which enables smooth transition between fully-actuated and under-actuated AUV configurations throughout the full-range feasible speed profile. For sake of simplicity, 3-DOF horizontal motion control of AUVs is considered herein, and it can be extended to 6-DOF motion control in full space if the heave speed in the decoupled vertical plane and resulted attack angle are included, besides the side-slip angle in the sway direction. The control system proposed in this paper is derived via two steps. First, by adopting Lyapunov’s direct method and backstepping technique, a nonlinear path following control law for fully-actuated AUV is proposed based on Line-of-Sight guidance built-in Frenet–Serret frame, which is adapted from the control law for under-actuated AUV originally proposed in [18]. Thus, both the under-actuated and fully-actuated cases under the same control framework, except that the control computation for the derivatives of the side-slip angle of AUV is different, through completely considering the difference of the indirectly or directly controlled side-slip angle in these two cases. And then, a smooth transition but not hard switch between two controllers is designed from low-speed starting in fully-actuated pattern to high-speed maneuvering in under-actuated pattern, where the transition factor covering the full-range speed profile is a smooth function of the instantaneous surge speed of the AUV. Consequently, the desired control design is completed for AUV traveling from low speed (fully-actuated configuration) to high speed (under-actuated configuration).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Problem statement is presented in the next section, including the kinematics and dynamics model of AUV and the control objective. In Section 3, a nonlinear path following controller is designed for under-actuated AUV, and then extended to fully-actuated AUV in order to keep the same control framework for both actuation configurations. Subsequently, a synthesized controller with smooth continuous transition in terms of the instantaneous surge speed of AUV is proposed. Numerical simulation results are given in Section 4 to illustrate the performance of the proposed controller. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and discusses problems that warrant further research.

2. Problem statement

This section describes the kinematic and dynamic model of the AUV in the horizontal plane and formulates the motion control problem of the path following through the full-range feasible speed profiles. The notation used in the paper is standard [19].

2.1. AUV modeling

Following standard practice, the general kinematic and dynamic model of the AUV in the horizontal plane can be described by the motion components in surge, sway and yaw directions. The kinematic equations take the form

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= u \cos \psi - v \sin \psi \\
\dot{y} &= u \sin \psi + v \cos \psi \\
\dot{\psi} &= r
\end{align*}
$$

where x and y are the coordinates of its center of mass expressed in the inertial frame, and ψ defines its orientation (heading angle). Surge speed u, sway speed v and yaw speed r denote the AUV body-fixed linear and angular velocities with respect to the inertial frame.

Neglecting the motions in heave, roll and pitch, the 3-DOF dynamic equations of the AUV in the horizontal plane is simplified as [20]

$$\begin{align*}
\tau_u &= m_u \ddot{u} - m_u v \dot{r} + d_u u \\
\tau_v &= m_v \ddot{v} + m_u u \dot{r} + d_v v \\
\tau_r &= m_r \ddot{r} - m_u u \dot{v} + d_r r
\end{align*}
$$

with

$$\begin{align*}
m_u &= m - X_u \\
d_u &= -X_u - X_{uv} |u| \\
m_v &= m - Y_v \\
d_v &= -Y_v - Y_{vr} |v| \\
m_r &= I_z - N_r \\
d_r &= -N_r - N_{rr} |r|
\end{align*}
$$

where m denotes the AUV mass, $X_u$, $Y_v$, $N_r$ express hydrodynamic derivatives of the system, and $d_{uv}$, $d_{vr}$, $d_{rr}$ capture hydrodynamic damping effects.

Eq. (2) can be taken as a unified dynamics model for both the under-actuated and fully-actuated AUV configurations. The differences of the dynamic equations between fully-actuated and under-actuated AUVs are as follows:

\[\text{Eq. (2)}\]
can be built. The path S is predefined planar path. Associated with (target) on the path to be followed, and Q is the center of mass asymptotically converges to the path, while its surge speed tracks a desired profile and the composite speed aligns with the tangent vector of the path.

3. Path following control design

3.1. Path following error dynamics

Let the position and course angle of the AUV denoted by $Q = (x, y, \psi_W)^T$ in the inertial frame $I$ as illustrated in Fig. 1, and let the position and heading of the moving virtual target on the path denoted by $P = (x, y, \psi_F)^T$ in the inertial frame $I$. The path following error vector $e_F = (x, y, \psi_F)^T$ built in the Frenet–Serret frame $F$ can be written as

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
x_e \\
y_e \\
\psi_e
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \psi_F & \sin \psi_F & 0 \\
-\sin \psi_F & \cos \psi_F & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x - x_F \\
y - y_F \\
\psi_W - \psi_F
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(4)

where the course angle $\psi_W = \psi_F + \beta$ and yaw rate $r = \dot{\psi}_W$.

Differentiating the error vector (4) and recalling $\psi_F = c_s(s)$ yields the error dynamics built in the Frenet–Serret frame $F$

$$
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_e &= \dot{s}(1 - c_s y_e) + v_t \cos \psi_e \\
\dot{y}_e &= -c_s x_e + v_t \sin \psi_e \\
\dot{\psi}_e &= r + \beta - c_s \dot{s}
\end{align*}
$$

(5)

3.2. LOS heading guidance

Line-of-Sight (LOS) is a popular heading guidance applied in the marine vehicle system. Traditionally, LOS guidance is built in the inertial frame to help vehicles follow a straight-line path constructed by way points [24,25]. In this paper, LOS guidance is adapted and built in a moving Frenet–Serret frame, for AUVs following any feasible curved path.

As depicted in Fig. 2(a), the coordinate origin of the AUV is $(x, y)$, and the LOS shooting point on the straight-line path is $(x_{los}, y_{los})$. Thus, the desired yaw angle under LOS guidance in the inertial frame is $\psi_{los} = \arctan(\frac{y_{los} - y}{x_{los} - x})$ where the look ahead distance $\Delta$ is constant. The choice of $\Delta$ is instrumental to shape the vessel moving towards the straight-line path [24].

In this paper, the LOS heading guidance is built in a moving Frenet–Serret frame $F$ along the evolution of the virtual target. 

![Fig. 1. Frame definitions of AUV path following.](image1)

![Fig. 2. LOS guidance for straight-line and curved paths in different frames.](image2)
P on the path, when the AUV tracks arbitrary feasible curved path illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The traditional parameter \( \Delta \) is extended to look at the distance along the tangential path in \( \Psi \). When the path has a small radius of the tangent osculating circle (i.e., large curvature in the Frenet–Serret frame) at one reference point \( P \), it is better to increase the heading guidance to adhere it to the sharp turning of the path at that moment. On the contrary, the heading guidance is decreased when the path is smooth. In this sense, \( \Delta \) can be chosen as a variable function of the curvature \( c_c(s) \).

Revisiting Figs 1 and 2(b), \( \psi_e \) is equal to the desired LOS guidance \( \psi_{los} \) in the case of perfect path following control. It means the LOS guidance in the Frenet–Serret frame can be defined as

\[
\psi_{los} = - \arcsin \left( \frac{\psi_e}{\sqrt{\psi_e^2 + \Delta^2}} \right)
\]

with \( \Delta = 2L - Ls(\psi_0, c_c(s)) \), where \( 0 < k_0 < k_{\max} \), \( L \) is the longitudinal length of the vehicle, and \( sat(\cdot) \) is the saturation function in \((-1, 1)\). Thus, a large \( \Delta \) brings a mild approaching guidance to a smooth curved path, while a small \( \Delta \) brings an aggressive approach to a sharp path. In the case of straight-line path where \( c_c(s) = 0 \), \( \Delta \) is equal to two vehicle’s length, which is corresponding to a standard choice in LOS guidance.

Moreover, as we can see later, the adopted LOS guidance is also instrumental in path following controller design to improve the convergence with ULES or UGES performance.

### 3.3. Path following control design for under-actuated AUV

The path following control design is first conducted for under-actuated AUV, which is more complicated than that of fully-actuated AUV due to the indirectly controlled sway movement.

#### 3.3.1. Kinematic controller

As the main objective of the path following control is to drive the error vector \( (x_e, y_e, \psi_e)^T \) to zero, and the LOS guidance is used to decrease the course error, the following candidate Lyapunov function can be considered

\[
V_1 = \frac{1}{2}(x_e^2 + y_e^2 + (\psi_e - \psi_{los})^2).
\]

Resorting to the error dynamics model in (5), the derivative of \( V_1 \) is

\[
\dot{V}_1 = -x_e \dot{x}_e + y_e \dot{y}_e \cos \psi_e + v_t y_e \sin \psi_e + \psi_e \dot{\psi}_e.
\]

It is straightforward to choose the kinematic control laws as

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_e &= k_1 x_e + v_t \cos \psi_e \\
\dot{y}_e &= \psi_{los} - y_e v_t \sin \psi_e - \frac{k_2}{\psi_e - \psi_{los}} \dot{\psi}_e - k_2 (\psi_e - \psi_{los})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are positive gains. The first equation in (9) denotes the virtual control law for the evolution of the virtual target moving along the path, which introduces an extra degree of freedom in the whole path following control design.

Replacing (9) into (8), it leads to

\[
\dot{V}_1 = -k_1 x_e^2 + y_e v_t \sin \psi_{los} - k_2 (\psi_e - \psi_{los})^2.
\]

With the heading reference designed in (6), there is

\[
\dot{V}_1 = -k_1 x_e^2 - \frac{v_t y_e^2}{\sqrt{\psi_e^2 + \Delta^2}} - k_2 (\psi_e - \psi_{los})^2.
\]

That means \( \dot{V}_1 < 0 \) anywhere except the origin, if the AUV travels with a permanent positive surge speed.

#### 3.3.2. Dynamics controller

In the overall control loop, the kinematic controller acts as a reference subsystem, giving the desired signal to the control subsystem based on the dynamics level. Using backstepping techniques [26,27], the control law in the kinematic level can be extended to deal with AUV dynamics.

Let \( r_d \) (desired yaw rate) be the reference signal of \( r \) (actual yaw rate), and assume the desired surge speed of the AUV is known as \( u_s \). Note that the error dynamics between the desired orientation of the AUV and the LOS guidance is \( \psi_e = r_d + \dot{\beta} - c_s \dot{s} \). By resorting to \( \psi_e \) in (9), the yaw rate reference can be given by

\[
r_d = \psi_{los} - y_e v_t \frac{\sin \psi_e - \sin \psi_{los}}{\psi_e - \psi_{los}} - k_2 (\psi_e - \psi_{los}) - \dot{\beta} + c_s \dot{s}.
\]

By applying the backstepping technique, the difference between the actual angular/surge speed and the desired one can be reduced to zero. Consider the candidate Lyapunov function \( V_2 \):

\[
V_2 = V_1 + \frac{1}{2}[(u - u_d)^2 + (r - r_d)^2].
\]

In order to make the derivative of the Lyapunov function \( V_2 \) negative, we choose

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{r}_d &= r_d - k_3 (r - r_d) - (\psi_e - \psi_{los}) \\
\dot{u}_d &= u_d - k_4 (u - u_d).
\end{align*}
\]

Recalling the error dynamics \( \dot{x}_e, \dot{y}_e \) and \( \psi_e \) in (5),

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_e &= k_1 x_e + v_t \cos \psi_e \\
\dot{y}_e &= \psi_{los} - y_e v_t \sin \psi_e - \frac{k_2}{\psi_e - \psi_{los}} \dot{\psi}_e - k_2 (\psi_e - \psi_{los})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \psi_e \) has the same characteristics with \( \psi_e \) and uniformly asymptotically and locally exponentially stable (UAGSE\&ULES).

**Proposition 1** (Path Following : Under-actuated AUV). Consider an under-actuated AUV with dynamics equations in (1) and (2). Assume the surge speed \( u \geq u_{\text{min}} > 0 \) and the LOS guidance is denoted in (6). Let control laws be given by (16) for some \( k_i > 0 \) (\( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \)), the equilibrium point \( (x_e, y_e, \psi_e) = 0 \) is uniformly globally asymptotically and locally exponentially stable (UAGSE\&ULES).

**Proof.** The Lyapunov function \( V_2 \) given by (13) is positive definite and radially unbounded. The derivative of Lyapunov function \( V_2 \) given by (15) is negative definite since \( \dot{V}_2 \leq 0 \geq \dot{V}_2 \geq -k_{\text{min}} V_2 \). By choosing

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_e &= k_1 x_e + v_t \cos \psi_e \\
\dot{y}_e &= \psi_{los} - y_e v_t \sin \psi_e - \frac{k_2}{\psi_e - \psi_{los}} \dot{\psi}_e - k_2 (\psi_e - \psi_{los})
\end{align*}
\]

that means \( \dot{V}_1 < 0 \) anywhere except the origin, if the AUV travels with a permanent positive surge speed.

By choosing

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_e &= k_1 x_e + v_t \cos \psi_e \\
\dot{y}_e &= \psi_{los} - y_e v_t \sin \psi_e - \frac{k_2}{\psi_e - \psi_{los}} \dot{\psi}_e - k_2 (\psi_e - \psi_{los})
\end{align*}
\]

that means \( \dot{V}_1 < 0 \) anywhere except the origin, if the AUV travels with a permanent positive surge speed.
3.3.3. Evolution of side-slip angle

Clearly, the evolution of side-slip angle $\dot{\beta}$ is requested for control computation of torque input $\tau_e$ in (16) as $\dot{\tau}_d = f(\beta)$ can be derived from (12), but the second derivative of side-slip angle cannot be directly measured in practice. Moreover, $\beta$ is not directly controlled for under-actuated AUV and cannot converge to a desired side-slip angle rigorously, as there is no lateral actuator contributing force to steer the sway speed $v$ for an under-actuated AUV traveling in the horizontal plane.

By adopting the similar method in [28], one can resort to the original dynamic model of the AUV for the computation of $\beta$. There is

$$\dot{\beta} = \frac{1}{v_t^2} (u\dot{v} - v\dot{u}) - 2\frac{v^2}{v_t^2} \beta. \quad (17)$$

The accelerations of speed can be estimated by

$$\begin{align*}
\ddot{u} &= \ddot{u}_d + k_2^b (u - u_d) \\
\ddot{v} &= -(m_u\ddot{u} + m_u\dot{w} + \dot{u}_d v + \dot{d}_v)/m_u. 
\end{align*}$$

The angular acceleration implicitly used in (17) is gained through non-trivial algebraic computation

$$\dot{r} = f_{ad}/\left(1 - \frac{m_u}{m_v} \cos^2 \beta \right) \quad (18)$$

where

$$f_{ad} = \ddot{\psi}_{d\mu} + c_3 \dot{\psi} + \frac{\beta c_4}{\partial s} \frac{\beta^2}{\partial s^2}$$

for $-k_1(\psi - \psi_{d\mu}) - (\nu_{e\mu} - \psi_{d\mu}) - k_3(r - r_d)$

$$+ \frac{\ddot{u} + \ddot{v}}{v_t^2} + 2\frac{\dot{u}}{v_t} \beta + \frac{\dot{v}}{v_t} \left( \frac{m_u\ddot{u} + \dot{d}_w + \dot{d}_v}{m_v} \right). \quad (19)$$

It is noted that $\dot{r}$ is causal and well defined in (18) if

$$\frac{m_u}{m_v} = \frac{m - X_0}{m - Y_0} < 1. \quad (20)$$

As the added mass $Y_d$ is negative in a real fluid [20], the condition (20) holds if an AUV is stern dominant [29], i.e., $-Y_d > -X_d > 0$.

3.4. Path following control design for fully-actuated AUV

The kinematic equations in (1) are in the same form for both the fully-actuated vehicle and under-actuated vehicle. Using the fact that

$$\begin{align*}
u &= v_t \cos \beta \\
v &= v_t \sin \beta.
\end{align*}$$

Replacing above equations into (2), the dynamics of fully-actuated AUV can be rewritten in terms of $(v_t, \beta, r)$ as

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{v}_t &= f_{vt}(v_t, \beta, r) + \tau_e(v_t, \tau_e, v_t, \beta) \\
\dot{\beta} &= f_{\beta}(v_t, \beta, r) + \tau_{\beta}(v_t, \tau_e, v_t, \beta) \\
\dot{r} &= f_{r}(v_t, \beta, r) + \tau_r(v_t, \tau_e, v_t, \beta)
\end{align*} \quad (21)$$

where

$$\begin{align*}
f_{vt} &= \left( \frac{m_u}{m_v} - \frac{m_u}{m_v} \right) v_t r \sin \beta \cos \beta \\
&- \left( \frac{d_t}{m_v} \cos^2 \beta + \frac{d_t}{m_v} \sin^2 \beta \right) v_t \\

f_{\beta} &= - \left( \frac{m_u}{m_v} r \sin^2 \beta + \frac{m_u}{m_v} \cos^2 \beta \right) + \left( \frac{d_t}{m_v} - \frac{d_t}{m_v} \right) \sin \beta \cos \beta \\

f_{r} &= - \frac{d_t}{m_v} + \frac{d_t}{m_v} \sin \beta \cos \beta
\end{align*}$$

for $v_t = \frac{m_u}{m_v} v_t - \frac{m_u}{m_v} \dot{v}_t$.$$

with

$$\begin{align*}
\tau_u &= (m_u \cos \beta) \tau_e - (m_u v_t \sin \beta) \tau_{\beta} \\
\tau_v &= (m_u \sin \beta) \tau_e + (m_u v_t \cos \beta) \tau_{\beta}
\end{align*} \quad (23)$$

The transformation between $(\tau_{\tau_1}, \tau_{\tau})$ and $(\tau_u, \tau_v)$ is nonsingular due to the determinate of the transformation $m_u m_v v_t \neq 0$.

As the side-slip angle $\beta$ is directly controlled by the control input $\tau_e$ in the fully-actuated configuration, we can guarantee the desired side-slip angle. This is the main difference from that of under-actuated AUV where the side-slip angle is indirectly controlled. Hence, the desired side-slip angle can be predefined as $\beta_d$ in fully-actuated case. By choosing the Lyapunov function

$$V_\beta = \frac{1}{2} (\beta - \beta_d)^2,$$

it renders

$$\dot{\beta} = \dot{\beta}_d - k_3 (\beta - \beta_d) \quad (24)$$

where the gain $k_3 > 0$.

Therefore, the control input of $\tau_e$ in (21) is

$$\tau_e = -f_{\beta} + \dot{\beta}_d - k_3 (\beta - \beta_d) \quad (25)$$

which drives $\beta$ asymptotically converging to $\beta_d$.

The only difference between fully-actuated and under-actuated AUV configurations, exists whether the side-slip angle $\beta$ is directly controlled or not. The common point is that control inputs for $\tau_d$ and $\tau_e$ are the same for both cases. Directly using the same virtual control input $s$, surge and yaw control inputs as proposed in (16), and replacing (25) into (23) to get the sway control input $v_e$, there is

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{s} &= k_3 x_e + v_t \cos \psi_e \\
\tau_a &= m_u (u_d - k_3 (u - u_d)) - m_u v_t + d_v u \\
\tau_r &= m_t (\tau_d - k_3 (r - r_d)) - (\nu_{e\mu} - \psi_{d\mu}) - m_u v_t + d_r r \\
\tau_v &= m_u v_t \sin \beta \cos \beta \\
\tau_{\beta} &= m_u v_t \sin \beta \cos \beta
\end{align*} \quad (26)$$

Note that the control law for $s$ is singular when $\beta = \frac{\pi}{2} + 2k\pi, \ k \in \mathbb{N}^+$. However, $\beta = \frac{\pi}{2} + 2k\pi$ means that the surge velocity $u = 0$ and only sway velocity $v$ exists. Actually, the assumed positive surge speed $u > 0$ excludes this singularity problem. Therefore, we can state the following proposition for path following control of fully-actuated AUV.

**Proposition 2** (Path Following : Fully-actuated AUV) Consider a fully-actuated AUV with the dynamics equations in (1) and (2). Assume the surge speed $u \geq u_{min} > 0$ and the LOS guidance is denoted in (6). Let control laws be given by (26) for some $k_i > 0, i = 1,2,\ldots,5$, the equilibrium point $(x_e, y_e, \psi_e) = 0^\circ$ is uniformly globally asymptotically and locally exponentially stable (UGAS/ELES).

The proof is similar to the under-actuated case and omitted here.

Furthermore, the acceleration of side-slip angle $\ddot{\beta}$ is still required to compute control input $\tau_e$, as $\ddot{\beta}$ is implicitly included in $\tau_d$ which appears in $\tau_e$. Fortunately, it is far more easier to get it compared with that in the under-actuated model. As the $\beta$ is directly controllable in (24), there is

$$\ddot{\beta} = \ddot{\beta}_d + k_3 (\beta - \beta_d). \quad (27)$$

We can conclude that the difference between two path following controllers for under-actuated and fully-actuated AUV is that, the side-slip angle is directly controlled in fully-actuated vehicle due to the available control input $\tau_e$, so we can use (27) to replace (17) in the under-actuated AUV controller. The control inputs for $\tau_a$ and $\tau_r$ are the same for both of the cases.

From this point of view, we can keep the control framework to be consistent for both under-actuated and fully-actuated configurations, as we just need to switch the control computation for $\dot{\beta}$ between (17) and (27). However, the smooth control transition is preferred to the hard switch in practical case.
3.5. Smooth transition from fully-actuated to under-actuated AUV configuration

While an AUV moves from low-speed at beginning to high-speed traveling, the forward speed is the key factor that makes an AUV with tunnel thrusters in the lateral direction to behave like an under-actuated or a fully-actuated configuration. Basically, the forward movement of an AUV is in high-speed mode, the efficiency of the lateral actuator is dramatically decreased due to the relative perpendicular water flow passing the outlet, such that a fully-actuated AUV degenerates into an under-actuated one. Therefore, an individual AUV inherently experiences both fully-actuated and under-actuated configurations during single voyage, and the design of smooth continuous transition from fully-actuated to under-actuated configuration is indeed necessary. In this paper, the smooth transition factor is proposed to directly relied on the forward surge speed of an AUV, such that the control design for $\tau_u$ and $\tau_v$ in both fully-actuated and under-actuated cases can be the same as shown in (16) and (26), and the only consideration for smooth transition goes into the design of control effort in the sway direction.

Given the surge speed of an AUV as

$$0 < u_{\min} \leq u_1 < u_2 \leq u_{\max}$$

where the bounded value $u_{\min}$ is the lower threshold of the surge speed $u$ when the AUV is still fully-actuated, and $u_{\max}$ is the upper threshold of $u$ when the AUV becomes under-actuated.

In order to achieve a smooth continuous transition from fully-actuated to under-actuated AUV configuration, a natural choice is constructing the transition factor $f(u)$ as a function of the instantaneous surge speed $u$, that is

$$f(u) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \text{sat}\left(k_u \frac{u^2 - u_1 u_2}{u(u_2 - u_1)} \right) \right) \right]$$

where $k_u > 0$ is a slack variable, and $\text{sat}(\cdot)$ is a saturation function in $[-1, 1]$ such that $0 \leq f(u) \leq 1$. Note some sigmoid functions, for instance, $\tanh(\cdot)$, $\text{atan}(\cdot)$, are excluded to build the transition factor as only $0 < f(u) < 1$ is guaranteed.

In Fig. 3(a) and (b), the smooth function in (29) for fully-actuated and under-actuated AUV transition is illustrated with $u_1 = 0.5$ m/s, $u_2 = 1.5$ m/s, and the slacking factor $k_u$ is set as 1.0 and 0.5, respectively.

Revisiting the control law (26) for the fully-actuated case and using the fact of null sway force in the under-actuated case, the control input in the sway direction can be written as

$$\tau_v = \begin{cases} \tau_{v_1} = 0 \text{, underactuation} \\ \tau_{v_2} = \frac{m_n v_1}{\cos \beta} \left[ \sin \beta \left( \frac{\dot{\theta}}{m_n v_1} \tau_0 - \dot{\beta} + \dot{\theta} d - k_s (\beta - \beta_d) \right) \right] , \text{ fully actuation.} \end{cases}$$

The smooth transition of the control force in the sway direction, from low-speed to high-speed maneuvering, can be proposed as

$$\tau_v = f(u) \tau_{v_1} + (1 - f(u)) \tau_{v_2}$$

where $f(u)$ is given in (29) and $\tau_{v_1}, \tau_{v_2}$ are given in (30). When the AUV maneuvers in high-speed approaching to $u_2$, it tends to $\tau_v = \tau_{v_1}$ (i.e., underactuation) due to the dramatically decreased efficiency of its lateral actuator in high-speed forward movement. It tends to $\tau_v = \tau_{v_2}$ (i.e., fully actuation) vice versa.

Hence, we can get the proposition for path following control of AUV maneuvering in the full-range speed profile (from low-speed to high-speed) as follows:

**Proposition 3 (Path Following : Smooth Transition From Fully-actuated to Under-actuated AUV Configuration).** Consider an AUV with the kinematic equations in (1), and the unified dynamics Eq. (2) for both the under-actuated and fully-actuated AUV configurations. Assume the surge speed $u \geq u_{\min} > 0$ and the LOS guidance is denoted in (6). The control inputs of $s$, $\tau_u$, $\tau_v$ are given in (26). Let the control law for control force $\tau_v$ in the sway direction be given by (31). Then, a smooth continuous transition between low-speed and high-speed path following control can be achieved.

The proof can be made by combining the Propositions 1 and 2.

4. Numerical simulations

In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed control scheme in Section 3, numerical simulations are carried out with the AUV dynamics model in [30,16]. The hydrodynamic parameters are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1** Parameters of AUV dynamics model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>185 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_x$</td>
<td>50 kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_u$</td>
<td>-70 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_u$</td>
<td>-100 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_u$</td>
<td>-50 kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{\text{(ui)}}$</td>
<td>-100 kg/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_{\text{(ui)}}$</td>
<td>-200 kg/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{(ui)}}$</td>
<td>-100 kg m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The path following control scheme is to track an ‘S’-shape path given in Cartesian coordinates, which is parameterized as

$$x_i(\eta) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} a_i \eta^{i-1}, \quad y_i(\eta) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} b_i \eta^{i-1}$$

where the path coefficients are given in Table 2.
The desired path is parameterized by along path distance $s$. The evolution of $s$ is constrained by the virtual control law in (16), such that $s(t)$ can be computed. Hence, $s$ is known in the simulation while a precise estimation of the function $\eta(s)$ is unknown. However, it can be achieved by integration of

$$\frac{ds}{dt} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{x_{e}^{2}(\eta)} + y_{e}^{2}(\eta)}$$

where $x_{e}^{2}(\eta) = \frac{\partial x_{e}(s)}{\partial \eta}$ and $y_{e}^{2}(\eta) = \frac{\partial y_{e}(s)}{\partial \eta}$. The heading of the virtual target in the inertial frame is $\psi_{e}(s) = \arctan \frac{y_{e}(s)}{x_{e}(s)}$, and the path curvature is $c_{e}(s) = \frac{\partial \psi_{e}(s)}{\partial \eta}$ at the virtual target’s position.

### 4.2. Analysis of control performance

In the path following mission, the control objectives are as follows: (1) regulate the distance from the AUV to the virtual target moving on the desired path to zero; (2) regulate the course direction of the composite speed of the AUV to zero relative to the tangential direction of the desired path.

In the numerical simulation, initial conditions of the AUV are set as:

$u(0) = 0.1 \, \text{m/s}$, \quad $v(0) = 0 \, \text{m/s}$, \quad $r(0) = 0 \, \text{rad/s}$,

$x(0) = 60 \, \text{m}$, \quad $y(0) = -20 \, \text{m}$,

$\psi(0) = 3\pi/4 \, \text{rad}$, \quad $s(0) = 0 \, \text{m}$.

The desired surge speed is $u_{d} = 2.0 \, \text{m/s}$ with $\dot{u}_{d} = 0$, $\ddot{u}_{d} = 0$. It means that the AUV travels through low-speed ($u(0) = 0.1 \, \text{m/s}$) and high-speed ($u_{d} = 2.0 \, \text{m/s}$), such that it experiences both fully-actuated and under-actuated configurations.

The thresholds for transition function in (29) are given as $u_{1} = 0.5 \, \text{m/s}$, $u_{2} = 1.0 \, \text{m/s}$, and the control parameters are given in Table 3.

The reference path and the AUV path are shown in Fig. 4, which indicates the AUV follow the path well with the help of the snap shot of AUV movement. The path following errors of AUV, i.e., $x_{e}$, $y_{e}$, $\psi_{e}$, are asymptotically converging to zero in Fig. 5. The velocity profiles of AUV are illustrated in Fig. 6, where the AUV achieves the desired surge speed $u_{d} = 2.0 \, \text{m/s}$ in the end.

Note that in Fig. 7 how the virtual target collaboratively adjust its speed (slow-down/wait/speed-up/hold) to help the AUV follow the desired path. This is achieved by introducing an extra degree of freedom to control the virtual target in the path following control design as described in the paper.

In Fig. 8, it clearly shows that the side-slip effect cannot be ignored as the maximum value of $\beta$ is around 0.5 rad, and its acceleration also varies during the path following stage. It concludes that the computation effort on the side-slip angle proposed in this paper is valuable.

### 4.3. Analysis of transition performance

In order to show the transition performance from fully-actuated to under-actuated configuration, the AUV is demanded to move with surge speed from 0.1 m/s to 2 m/s, i.e., traveling from low-speed at beginning to high-speed cruise stage. Moreover, the difference of sway force efforts between the fully-actuated and

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters of desired path.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficients/index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{i}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_{i}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**

Control parameters of AUV path following.

| $k_{1}$ | 1.0 |
|---|
| $k_{2}$ | 0.1 |
| $k_{3}$ | 10 |
| $k_{4}$ | 10 |
| $k_{5}$ | 1.0 |

---

**Fig. 4.** Spatial convergence of AUV path following.

**Fig. 5.** Relative posture errors between AUV and virtual target.

**Fig. 6.** Velocities profiles of AUV.
under-actuated cases is shown by setting different slacking factor of the transition function.

In Figs. 9 and 10, the control efforts of the surge/sway force and yaw torque are clearly illustrated in both fully-actuated and under-actuated configurations, where the shadow areas clearly indicate the transition period from fully-actuated (low-speed at beginning) to under-actuated configuration (high-speed traveling) while the AUV following the desired path. The enough time for smooth transition allows the stability between the control switching from fully-actuated to under-actuated AUV configurations [31,32].

By setting the slacking factor $k_u = 1.0$ in Eq. (29) such that the transition function is illustrated in Fig. 3(a), the smooth transition period from fully-actuated to under-actuated configuration exactly exists between the lower threshold $u_1 = 0.5$ m/s and the upper threshold $u_2 = 1.5$ m/s, when the AUV surge speed $u$ belongs to $[0.1, 2]$ m/s. Hence, the AUV travels in purely under-actuated case and $\tau_v = 0$ keeps constantly in Fig. 9 after the transition stage with $t \in [2.4, 13.2]$ s, which clearly revealed the under-actuated characteristic with no lateral force but only the non-zero surge force $\tau_u$ and yaw torque $\tau_r$ contributing the control efforts to maneuver through the sharp ‘U’ turn in Fig. 4 around time stamp $t = 50$ s.

In order to distinguish different sway control efforts effected by the transition stage, by deliberately setting the slacking factor $k_u = 0.5$ in Eq. (29) such that the transition function is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the smooth transition period exists between $u_1 = 0.3$ m/s and $u_2 = 2.4$ m/s. Since the surge speed $u \in [0.1, 2]$ m/s, the AUV keeps staying in the transition stage from fully-actuated to under-actuated configuration after the purely fully-actuated stage at beginning with $t \in [0, 1.8]$ s, which is clearly revealed in Fig. 10 with $\tau_v \neq 0$ contributing control effort in the sway direction as well except that $\tau_u \neq 0, \tau_r \neq 0$ when the AUV travels along the sharp ‘U’ turn around time stamp $t = 50$ s.

5. Conclusions

This paper addresses the problems of nonlinear motion control of path following for fully-actuated/under-actuated AUV in the horizontal plane, based on Lyapunov theory and backstepping technique. Traditional LOS guidance for tracking straight-line path is trimmed to follow curved path by building LOS in the moving Frenet–Serret frame. Smooth transition between fully-actuated and under-actuated AUV configurations is achieved in a single synthesized controller, which enables an AUV travels throughout the full-range speed profiles from low-speed to high-speed maneuvering. Finally, the simulation results illustrate the performance of the proposed controllers. Future work will include the solutions to parameter uncertainty and the presence of ocean current.
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